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Abstract. Blockchain is a decentralized transaction and data management technology. It was
developed for the world’s first cryptocurrency known as Bitcoin in 2008. The reason behind
its popularity was its properties which provide pseudonymity, security, and data integrity
without third-party intervention. Initially, most of the researches were focused on the
Bitcoin system and its limitation, but later other applications of Blockchain e.g. smart
contracts and licensing [1] also got famous. Blockchain technology has the potential to
change the way how transactions are conducted in daily life. It is not limited to
cryptocurrencies but could be possibly applied in various environments where any forms of
transactions are done. This article presents a comprehensive overview of Blockchain
technology, its development, applications, security issues, and their countermeasures. In
particular, the security towards illegal data insertion and the countermeasures is focused.
Our analysis of countermeasures of illegal data insertion can be combined for increased
efficiency. After the introduction of the Blockchain and consensus algorithm, some famous
Blockchain applications and expected future of Blockchain are deliberated. Then, the
technical challenges of Blockchain are discussed, in which the main focus here is on the
security and the data insertion in Blockchain. The review of the possible countermeasures
to overcome the security issues related to data insertion are elaborated.
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1. Introduction
Blockchain is a sequence of blocks, which hold a
complete list of transactions records. The first block of the
Blockchain is called genesis block. Block zero or genesis
block is the foundation on which more blocks are added
to form a chain of blocks. Connection to Blockchain
network, listening to transactions, storing an up-to-date
ledger, validating new blocks and creating new blocks are
the basic tasks of Blockchain nodes are [2].
Figure 1 shows the architecture of Block. Block
header contains the information of block version, Merkle
tree, which verifies the consistency of data and also allows
secure and efficient verification of content, timestamp
keep the record of event and parent block hash (genesis
block). There is also a transaction counter, which keeps
the transaction record.

Fig. 1. Block Architecture.
Famous for a Bitcoin digital currency, Blockchain is a
public ledger system maintaining the integrity of the
transaction data [3]. Bitcoin is a decentralized digital
currency payment system that consists of the public
transaction ledger called Blockchain. As Bitcoin is
completely decentralized so its maintainability is not under
control of any organization or government. The number
of transfers and users in the Bitcoin network is constantly
increasing [4].
Blockchain can also be applied to other fields such as
smart contracts [5], public services, Internet of Things
(IoT) [6] and security services. Blockchain favors these
fields in multiple ways. First, Blockchain is immutable.
Transactions cannot be tampered with once is packed into
the Blockchain. Businesses that require honesty and high
reliability can use Blockchain. Right now, Blockchain is
bringing revolution in the contract industry. The concept
of a smart contract-based ecosystem. New Smart contract
systems do not replace but support current processes to
enable significant cost saving.
Although the Blockchain technology has great
potential for the construction of future internet, it is also
facing several challenges like scalability, security and
proper legislation for the use of Blockchain. The recent
studies have shown that the Blockchain systems like
Bitcoin can also be misused to store arbitrary i.e: illegal
pictures, child pornography websites, etc. contents.
Currently, 1.4% of the Bitcoin transactions hold non66

financial data [7]. There are 1600 irrecoverable files
engraved into Blockchain of Bitcoin. Some of these files
contain illegal content, which can severely compromise
the Blockchain systems.
In section 2, the consensus algorithm is discussed in
which the complete Blockchain is based. Section 3
presents the popular applications of Blockchain and its
effect on other industries. Section 4 analyses the technical
challenges and the countermeasures to minimize security
risk are discussed in section 5, by taking Bitcoin and
Ethereum as an example.

2. Consensus Algorithm
A consensus algorithm, which is essential for
distributed ledger technology, is a group decision-making
process, in which group members develop and agree on
decision towards the best interest of the whole. The
consensus is also defined as an acceptable resolution. The
first and so far the most famous consensus protocol to
emerge in the crypto era is Proof of Work (PoW). In the
Proof of Work (PoW), all nodes are required to agree on
the newly added block. To get agreement between all
nodes, the PoW requires each node to solve a difficult
problem with adjusted difficulty, and whoever solves the
puzzle first, got the right to append a new block. Before
solving this puzzle, all the verifying nodes would have to
put their transactions as well as other information like
Prev_Hash and Nonce, into the block. A nonce is a
random number which is used only once. Miner uses its
computational power to find the right nonce to get perfect
hash value. In this process, the computer has to perform
around 10n21 computations. For the hash function,
Bitcoin is using the SHA-256 hash algorithm [8]. Figure 2
is the illustration of PoW.

Fig. 2. PoW Illustration.
When any node finds the value of a new block, it
broadcasts it to all other nodes, to notify them that answer
has been found. All miners receiving this message will stop
mining for new block value and start checking the validity
of the transactions of the broadcasted block. If all the
verifications are correct, then the block will become the
part of the full node and miners will restart solving the
puzzle for the next block value [9].
As heavy utilization of computational power is
required in mining, PoW is considered to be costly and
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inefficient. A large number of miners compete to get the
best hash value and only one get lucky each time.
Hardware used in mining is also expensive. The
emergence of PoS (Proof of Stakes) in 2012 as an
alternative of PoW but here it is believed that people with
more currencies are more reliable. So instead of buying
expensive hardware, miners buy the coins in the specific
blockchain. The selection of minors is based on account
balance which is quite unfair because a user with most
coins will remain dominant in the network [10]. DPoS
(Delegated proof of stake) is more efficient than PoS. In
DPoS stakeholders elect their delegates to generate and
validate a block. So, very few nodes have to validate the
block which makes the process faster [11]. The major
difference between PoS and DPoS is that in DPoS
community members have more governance right in the
network.
In 1999 Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (pBFT)
was introduced to improve the current consensus
mechanism. This mechanism has the ability to conduct
sufficient consensus despite faulty nodes of the system. It
provides more flexibility to the system and it also has
higher energy efficiency. It is usually implemented with
small consensus group sizes due to the huge amount of
communication that is required among the nodes [12]. A
unique consensus algorithm was introduced by Ripple
which use collectively-trusted subnetworks within the
larger network to conduct consensus [13]. Tendermint is
another Byzantine consensus algorithm in which a new
block is determined in around [14]. All of these
mechanisms have pros and cons which should be keep in
mind while selecting one [15].

3. Applications and Future
Nowadays, Blockchain is regarded as a nextgeneration information technology that will affect many
industries. The first application of the Blockchain was
cryptocurrency Bitcoin, but Blockchain could bring a
much bigger opportunity than Bitcoin. Bitcoin is the first
implementation of the decentralization model that is able
to provide frictionless and trustless interaction between
human and technology. Currency is still the most famous
application. At the beginning of 2009, the bitcoin became
the reality with the mining of the genesis block and the
confirmation of early transactions. The economic crises in
Europe allow Bitcoin price to go up to $19,783 (17th
December 2017). Since then, its price has slowed down
steadily, thus the cryptocurrency was characterized by
many as a financial bubble [20]. Today some developed
countries like USA and Germany allow the use of Bitcoin.
However, there are many countries, most of which are in
Asia and South America, along with Russia, where Bitcoin
is still illegal [21]. Other notable cryptocurrencies are
IOTA, Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, etc.
Another famous application of Blockchain is a smart
contract [22]. The term “smart contract” appeared in 1994
when Nick Szabo described a computer program with ifthen structure interacting with the real world. The

traditional insurance system depends on the complex
contract between the customer and the insurer as well as
strict decision processes but the smart contract is simple
to use and more secure. The real revolution in this sector
came from the Ethereum project. The main purpose of
this project is to create an independent platform whereby
using a programming language the users can create a
virtual contract between them for any purpose they want.
Currently, a lot of researches have been conducted with a
smart contract-based ecosystem for simple and
transparent car insurance.
Rigging and other frauds during elections are still one
of the major issues in many countries. The adaption of
Blockchain technology from any institution in any country
that wants to run a voting campaign is an effective solution.
People can cast the vote through their smartphones,
computer or laptop. They just have to prove their identity
(biometric or facial recognition) and then by entering the
private key they can access their right to cast the vote, this
feature provides voter anonymity. So far, three major
projects have been founded that promoting this voting
system. The first is BitCongress that uses the Ethereum
platform. Other similar projects are Remotengrity,
AgoraVoting [23].
There is a huge potential for Blockchain technology
in the field of Healthcare [24]. This technology can be used
in keeping the record of patients, supporting drug
prescription and supplying chain management, data
management and data sharing of an audit trail of medical
activities. Besides this, Blockchain can also be beneficial in
providing credentials, medical billing, contracting, clinical
trials and anti-counterfeiting drugs. Nowadays, the
healthcare industry is transforming to patient-centric
approach. This technology will give authority to the
patient to share his/her medical information to the only
concerned person. The blockchain-based healthcare
system can enhance the security and reliability of patient
data.
Blockchain technology has changed the way people
interact with the internet. Blockchain technology is also
conquering the gaming industries. Recently, some very
interesting games like CryptoKitties, Spells of Genesis,
Ether Quest, etc. have been launch and becoming rather
famous in the Blockchain community [26]. People are
earning coins by playing these games and now they can
even trade their victory badges to get more coins. This
advancement in the gaming industry will definitely affect
the conventional gaming system in the near future.
Besides this it can be used for, digital notary service
[16], smart handshake [17], cryptographic commitments
[18], non-equivocation schemes [19].

4. Technical Challenges
Data integrity and security of data are what make
Blockchain technology becoming strong but they also
have some technical challenges. Some important
challenges and limitations in the famous Bitcoin network
are discussed as follows.
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4.1. Throughput
The potential throughput growing issues in the
Bitcoin network is currently maximized to seven
transactions per second (tps). Other conventional
transaction processing networks like VISA can handle up
to 2000 transactions per second. In the coming year, when
the usage of Bitcoin will increase, the throughput of the
Blockchain network needs to be improved.
4.2. Size of Blockchain
At the moment, the size of a Blockchain in Bitcoin
network is over 226 gigabytes (June 2019) [27]. The
Bitcoin community assumes that the size of each block is
1MB and the new block is created in every 10 minutes.
Therefore, there is a limitation in the number of
transactions that can be handled (almost 2000 transactions
in one block). The new Blockchain scheme, like miniblockchain, might be the solution but it has its pros and
cons. If Blockchain has to handle more transactions, the
size and the bandwidth issue have to be resolved.
4.3. Transaction Latency
To create sufficient security for Bitcoin transaction
block, it takes roughly 7-10 min to complete one
transaction. In order to increase security, more time has to
be spent on a block, because it has to overcome the cost
of double-spending attacks. Bitcoin protects against
double-spending by verifying each transaction added to
their Blockchain, to ensure that the input for the
transaction has not been spent previously. This makes
latency a big issue in Blockchain currently. Confirming a
transaction and adding a new block should happen in
seconds while maintaining security.
4.4. Energy Waste
Mining new block requires energy. In case of Bitcoin,
the PoW algorithm needs a huge amount of energy to find
the valid hash value of the next block. There are also some
alternatives, such as Proof of Stake (PoS), in which person
can mine according to the number of coins he or she holds,
a higher number of coins means higher mining power. In
PoW, the probability of mining block depends on the
work done by the miners but in PoS, the compared
resource is the amount of Bitcoin a miner holds so less
energy is consumed.
4.5. Security
Most people believed that Blockchain is very secure in
handling sensitive data. But some studies show that
bitcoin transactions are linked together to an account
address and they reveal the identity of the user. Elliptic
Curve Diffie- Hellman- Merkle (ECDHM) can be used to
overcome this problem [28]. Sender and receivers can use
68

ECDHM addresses to secretly derive Bitcoin addresses
that Blockchain observers cannot predict.
Bitcoin can also be used to do some illegal trades.
There are some other attacks like MITM (Man-in-theMiddle Attack) in which someone tries to compromises
the communication between two parties and steal
important information, and DDoS (Dos & DDoS Attack)
in which target is overloaded by bogus traffic to make
some services unavailable, the area also challenges to the
Blockchain security. MITM is known as the third-party
interaction, while in DDoS the attacker targets a particular
computer, website or server and steals useful information
from it, like private cryptographic key [29].
Some people also do selfish mining to obtain reward
and wasting the computing power of honest miners [30].
In the past, attackers also tried to manipulate the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) in order to intercept the traffic
flow in Blockchain [31]. Blockchain community faced
some other attacks like Eclipse Attack [32] in which
attacker isolate and attack specific users, instead of
attacking the whole network. Once they get control of all
outgoing connections, they are able to exploit them by
carrying out double-spending. Later the Ethereum
developers claimed that bar has been raised high enough
that such attacks are not feasible without more substantial
resources.
There are some popular cases in which attack exploits
the smart contract Blockchain vulnerabilities [33].
Liveness Attack [34] was proposed by Aggelos et al. And
the attack purpose was to delay the confirmation time of
target transaction, whereas Balance Attack [35] was
proposed by Christopher et al. and this attack was against
PoW based Blockchain to disrupt the communication
between subgroups with similar mining power.
The recent studies show that Blockchain system such
as Bitcoin can be misused to store any illegal content. The
Bitcoin Blockchain has already been used to store arguably
objectionable content. Out of 1600 files, which are
engraved in Bitcoin, there are 155 images and others are
word files, PDF files, and source codes. Short message up
to 100 Bytes can be added via an intended mechanism [36].
Any illegal content in these files is then inevitably
distributed to all nodes.
There are several data insertion methods. Some of the
major ones are as follows [37]. Comparison Methodology,
in this the Payload per Transaction (Ppt) is measured. The
overall efficiency is considered to be good if easy insertion
of the large payload is allowed at low cost. OP_RETURN
is a transaction template, which allows the user to attach a
small chunk to a transaction. This method provides a
controlled channel to annotate transaction without any
side effect. Coinbase allows one transaction for each block
of Bitcoin. The input script of the coinbase transaction is
up to 100B long and consists of a variable-length field
encoding the new block's position in the Blockchain [38].
This method is inefficient because only active miners can
add a chunk of data. Non-Standard transactions can carry
up to 96.72 kB at comparably low cost but they are
inefficient as miners ignore them with high probability.
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Standard financial transactions have four approved
templates for this type of transactions including Pay to
Public Key (P2PK), Pay to Public-Key Hash (P2PKH),
Pay to Multi-Signature (P2MS) and Pay to Script Hash
(P2SH). Each of them has its pros and cons and they are
widely used according to the requirement. CryptoGraffiti,
Satoshi Uploader, P2SH Injectors, and Apertus are the
four major content insertion services and they mostly rely
on the above mentioned, low-level data insertion methods
to add the content.

limited applications e.g. it cannot be used for smart
contract and notary services.
5.4. Redactable Blockchain

In section 4, many security threats to Blockchain
technology have been discussed. Some countermeasures
have been suggested by the research community, like
Smart Pool [39], Oyente [40], HAWK [41] and Town Crier
[42] in order to minimize the security threats. The
following subsections discuss how to overcome the issue
of illegal data insertion in Blockchain.

Redactable Blockchain allows the altering or deleting
of the transaction after it becomes part of the block. The
client software can interpret the information stored in the
Blockchain and alter the current block, or transaction
structures. This Blockchain system uses Chameleon Hash
Function. First, it divides an objectionable content into
packets. Second, it stores each packet within the OP
RETURN field of several Bitcoin transactions. After
several blocks are mined, it releases a simple script or
provides a location, where the improper content can be
reconstructed as with TCP/IP packets. Then, it waits for
a lawsuit to be ﬁled [47]. This editable function arises the
trust issue, which is then handled by issuing decentralized
votes on Blockchain alternations. This system is not
compatible with the existing system.

5.1. Lightweight Intrusion Detector

5.5. Mandatory Minimal Transaction Fees

These detectors can easily be deployed with minimal
disruption to operations. It has a small system footprint
and can be easily configured by the system administrators
according to the security requirements in a short amount
of time. They can be any set of software tools, which can
be assembled and put into action in response to security
situations. Snort is a packet sniffer and logger based on
lightweight Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS).
It is mostly used for content matching and detection of a
variety of attacks [43]. This system is not very efficient as
new automated learning systems can tackle its filtration.
Hence, its usability in Blockchain is rather not effective.

Bitcoin transaction fees are usually paid per byte, with
current recommendation of 14 satoshi/Byte as of
December 2018 [48]. The model for enforcing mandatory
minimum transaction fees was proposed. Mandatory
minimum fees are promising to disincentive content
insertion. Using a constant fee growth per output will be
good for the large transactions but it will penalize
legitimate medium-sized transactions. They are easily
deployed with a negligible overhead as only the full nodes
have to check either transaction pays at least the required
fees. The fee model for any application must be studied
well before its deployment.

5.2. Filtering Content-Holding Transactions

5.6. Self-Verifying Account Identifiers

Filtering content-holding transaction adds Content
Detector to the Bitcoin transaction verification to detect
and reject content-holding transactions. The two basic
identifiers were proposed. First, “text detector” is used to
detect files containing text. Second, “known-file detector”
is employed in order to identify images or archives. The
recommended text detection threshold is 0.9 because the
False Positive Rate (FPR) is very low at this value [45]. The
content detector can be fine-tuned specifically to reject
unwanted content with a low overhead for full node.

Self-verifying account identifiers can be done by
replacing the manipulable identifiers of transaction
outputs with Identifier Commitments (ICs). C(x) is
obtained by interpreting an identifier x as a private key.
Once the x is replaced by C(x), x will never appear on the
Blockchain. ICs has to be one-way, fresh and self-verifying.
This method is evaluated by calculating validation and
payment verification times and transaction size. The full
nodes with approximately 1900 transactions and at most
five outputs each will take only 3.8 seconds to validate. ICs
can easily be integrated into Bitcoin Blockchain by adding
only a new OP_COMMIT operation to its stack-based
scripting language. ICs have a high filtering quality as they
reduce insertable content to the theoretic minimum. Users
only need to additionally compute the IC. Only minor
changes are required in coding, which makes ICs welldeployable.

5. Countermeasures for Illegal Data Insertion

5.3. The Mini-Blockchain Scheme
A new distributed ledger system was introduced to
avoid the problem of objectionable content insertion. The
mini-Blockchain scheme maintains the account balance
instead of the whole transaction ledger. It is hard to reveal
the full content because transaction outputs are separated
during the balance update [46]. This scheme is good for
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Table 1. Analysis of different methods to avoid illegal content insertion in Bitcoin Blockchain.
Countermeasures for
Illegal Data Insertion

Filtering
Quality

Usability

Network
Burden

Deployability

Lightweight Intrusion Detector

Poor

Not-guaranteed

Low

Good

Filtering Content-Holding
Transactions

Poor

Guaranteed

Low

Poor

The Mini-Blockchain Scheme

Good

Not-guaranteed

High

Poor

Reductable Blockchain

Good

Not-guaranteed

High

Poor

Mandatory Minimal Transaction
Fees

Good

Not-guaranteed

Low

Good

Self-Verifying Account Identifiers

Good

Guaranteed

Low

Good

Table 1 shows the comparison among all the
discussed countermeasures for illegal data insertion in
Blockchain. Each method is evaluated w.r.t filtering
quality, usability, network burden and deployability in
existing Bitcoin Blockchain. The suggestions are made
after this comparison which might be more effective if
implemented.
Self-Verifying Account Identifiers and Mandatory
Minimal Transaction Fees are most promising among all
methods. But they still have some cons. The proposed
idea is to implement both methods together. As the
usability of ICs is guaranteed so if we use this hybrid
method then outcomes will be much better. If an attacker
somehow able to overcome the ICs then still he or she has
to pay a huge amount as transaction fees for inserting
content.
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